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 Specifications:- number of web pages: 160- size: 4. Wayne fears' the pocket outdoor survival guidebook on your own
next outdoor experience! Discover everything you need to know about: trip preparing/survival kits/search and
rescue/coping with poor weather/crisis signaling/shelter/sleeping warm/fire/dealing with bugs/safe drinking
water/meals/avoiding hypothermia/countering dread/and much more! Don't be caught without a Copy of J. This helpful
guidebook will provide you with the knowledge to create it through any outdoor experience, prepared or unplanned.The
ultimate guide for short-term survival the pocket outdoor survival guide supplies the essential knowledge that hikers,
campers, canoeists, hunters, anglers, and anyone who spends amount of time in the outdoors needs to deal with short
term survival situations.5" x 6.5".
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Bug out Bag Material Makes for a great read for those who have not experienced the woods, for any amount of time. No
extra crap. Will help in making the ten kids even more alert to there surroundings. I had to check it out. Pretty good but
already knew most of the info it has in it. SAS Pocketbook may have a bit more info, but then most people don't happen
to be every climate. Five Stars This little book is packed with good information. a must have book for everyone, it makes
you . In the end, this is a useful take-along reference for experienced outdoor adventurists, however, not an all-
encompassing information for the inexperienced.. Exactly What the Title Implies This book is exactly what the title says:
a condensed guide to short-term survival. Not bad but already knew most of the info it has .. Good basic book. Decent
book for the utilized price..But was also in the Army for 6 years while a sniper .... a must have reserve for everyone, it
makes you think that regarding what your location is and what you are really doing about your safety, 9 Five Stars A
MUST have! One Star It was a gift for my grandson who's an avid outdoorsman, and he refers to it frequently The title
says it all. It has a large amount of good information about how exactly to prepare for a vacation, how to proceed when
you get dropped, and how exactly to survive several days only in the woods. Another very basic pamphlet level
information. Information is good and direct.. Very practical I've been to the Boundary Waters a couple of times and had
no problems, but I kept wondering "imagine if." THEREFORE I got this reserve and helped me feel better prepared for the
imagine if. I'd recommend it to anyone who would like to feel a bit more prepared for the unpredicted in the wilderness.
Get this one Easy to read and understand. This is really well worth keeping in the bag. A good majority of survival
scenarios happen because of unexpected injuries the resulting decreased mobility caused by said accidental injuries.
Gets the small children started thinking. By short-term we have been talking 3 days or less. It isn't as in-depth ... The
title says it all. It isn't as in-depth as its mother or father that he published some 20 + years back, and it wasn't
designed to end up being. .. It's a "pocket guide", and this it does its intended purpose very well. Help to make no
mistake, it offers good info and will be a worthy addition to a bugout handbag or survival kit, it isn't a definitive manual.
It is without first-aid though. Readers digest version. If you would like more info, Fears has an excellent book, "The
entire publication of outdoor survival."
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